Abstract. Using a simple classical method we derive bilateral series identities from terminating ones. In particular, we show how to deduce Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation from the q-Pfaff-Saalschütz summation. Further, we apply the same method to our previous q-Abel-Rothe summation to obtain, for the first time, Abel-Rothe type generalizations of Jacobi's triple product identity. We also give some results for multiple series.
Introduction
Jacobi's [19] triple product identity,
(1 − q 2j+2 )(1 + zq 2j+1 )(1 + z −1 q 2j+1 ), (1.1) is one of the most famous and useful identities connecting number theory and analysis. Many grand moments in number theory rely on this result, such as the theorems on sums of squares, the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, or Euler's pentagonal number theorem. In addition to this identity, different extensions of it, including Ramanujan's [14] 1 ψ 1 summation formula (see (3.1) ) and Bailey's [2] very-well-poised 6 ψ 6 summation formula, have proved to be effective tools for studies in number theory, combinatorics, and physics. In view of the usefulness of Jacobi's triple product identity, it is only natural to look for new extensions intentionally providing new insight (depending on the point of view) and which, some day, may even be applied to develop new results in number theory and combinatorics. Having this as a program in mind, this article contributes to the first part. In fact, we provide new extensions of (1.1), in one variable and also in multi-variables. These we classify to be of "Abel-Rothe type", since they are derived from q-Abel-Rothe summations which we previously found in [22, Eq. (8.5) ] and in [28, Th. 6.1] . We believe that this latter fact also provides some motivation towards finding possible applications of our extensions in the future. After all, Abel-Rothe type identities, so far at least in the ordinary case (without the base q), pop up here and there in combinatorics. Hence, it should be very interesting to explore any combinatorial or number-theoretic consequences of our new identities. However, this, if feasible at all, remains at present an open task. A promising direction would make use of Bergeron, Labelle and Leroux's [4] combinatorial approach using the theory of species.
Our article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basics in q-series. Besides explaining some standard notation, we also briefly describe a well-known method employed in this article for obtaining a bilateral identity from a unilateral terminating identity, a method already utilized by Cauchy [8] in his second proof of Jacobi's triple product identity. In Section 3, we apply this classical method to derive Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation from the q-Pfaff-Saalschütz summation. According to our knowledge, this very simple proof of the 1 ψ 1 summation has not been given before. In Section 4, we give two Abel-Rothe type generalizations of Jacobi's triple product identity, see Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2. These are consequences of our q-Abel-Rothe summation from [22, Eq. (8.5) ]. Finally, in Section 5, we give multidimensional generalizations, associated to the root system A r−1 (or equivalently, associated to the unitary group U(r)), of our Abel-Rothe type identities of Section 4.
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Some basics in q-series
First, we recall some standard notation for q-series and basic hypergeometric series [10] . Let q be a (fixed) complex parameter (called the "base") with 0 < |q| < 1. Then, for a complex parameter a, we define the q-shifted factorial by
where k is any integer. Since we work with the same base q throughout this article, we can readily omit writing out the base in the q-shifted factorials (writing (a) k instead of (a; q) k , etc.) as this does not lead to any confusion. For brevity, we occasionally employ the condensed notation
where k is an integer or infinity. Further, we utilize 4) to denote the basic hypergeometric s φ s−1 series, and the bilateral basic hypergeometric s ψ s series, respectively.
A standard reference for basic hypergeometric series is Gasper and Rahman's text [10] . In our computations throughout this article we make decent use of some elementary identities for q-shifted factorials, listed in [10, Appendix I].
We turn our attention now to identities. One of the simplest summations for basic hypergeometric series is the terminating q-binomial theorem,
This can also be written (with z → zq n ) as
where
denotes the q-binomial coefficient. Cauchy's [8] second proof of Jacobi's triple product identity is very elegant and actually constitutes a useful method for obtaining bilateral series identities in general. It is worth looking closely at his proof: First he replaced in (2.6) n by 2n and then shifted the summation index k → k + n, giving
Next, he replaced z by zq −n and obtained after some elementary manipulations
Finally, after letting n → ∞ he obtained 10) which is an equivalent form of Jacobi's triple product identity (1.1).
3. 
where |b/a| < |z| < 1, as a "remarkable formula with many parameters". On one hand, it bilaterally extends the nonterminating q-binomial theorem (the b = q special case of (3.1)), on the other hand it also contains Jacobi's triple product identity as a special case. Namely, if we replace z in (3.1) by z/a, and then let a → ∞ and b → 0, we immediately have (2.10). Another important special case of (3.1) is obtained when b = aq, a bilateral q-series summation due to Kronecker, see Weil [32, pp. 70-71] .
Ramanujan (who very rarely gave any proofs) did not provide a proof for the above summation formula. It is interesting that Bailey's [2, Eq. (4.7)] very-wellpoised 6 ψ 6 summation formula, although it contains more parameters than Ramanujan's 1 ψ 1 summation, does not include the latter as a special case. Hahn [13, κ = 0 in Eq. (4.7)] independently established (3.1) by considering a first order homogeneous q-difference equation. Hahn thus published the first proof of the 1 ψ 1 summation. Not much later, M. Jackson [18, Sec. 4] gave the first elementary proof of (3.1). Her proof derives the 1 ψ 1 summation from the q-Gauß summation, by manipulation of series. A simple and elegant proof of the 1 ψ 1 summation formula was given by Ismail [16] who showed that the 1 ψ 1 summation is an immediate consequence of the q-binomial theorem and analytic continuation.
We provide yet another simple proof of the 1 ψ 1 summation formula (which seems to have been unnoticed so far) by deriving it from the terminating q-PfaffSaalschütz summation (cf. [10, Eq. (II.12)]),
First, in (3.2) we replace n by 2n and then shift the summation index by n such that the new sum runs from −n to n:
Next, we replace a and c, by aq −n and cq −n , respectively, and obtain
Now, we may let n → ∞ (assuming |c/ab| < 1 and |b| < 1) while appealing to Tannery's theorem [7] (for interchanging limit and summation). This gives
where |c/a| < |c/ab| < 1. Finally, replacing b by c/az and then c by b gives (3.1). 
This summation is different from the q-Rothe summation found by Johnson [20, Th. 4] derived by means of umbral calculus. It is also different from Jackson's [17] q-Abel summation. Our summation in (4.1) was originally derived in [22] by extracting coefficients of a nonterminating q-Abel-Rothe type expansion formula (actually, the n → ∞ case of (4.1)), which in turn was derived by inverse relations. However, it can also be derived directly by inverse relations (by combining the qChu-Vandermonde summation with a specific non-hypergeometric matrix inverse), see [28, Sec. 6] . In [22] , [28] and [29] , we referred to (4.1) as a q-Rothe summation to distinguish it from the q-Abel summation . . usage The suffix -ize has been productive in English since the time of Thomas Nashe (1567-1601), who claimed credit for introducing it into English to remedy the surplus of monosyllabic words. Almost any noun or adjective can be made into a verb by adding -ize <hospitalize> <familiarize>; many technical terms are coined this way <oxidize> as well as verbs of ethnic derivation <Americanize> and verbs derived from proper names <bowdlerize> <mesmerize>. Nashe noted in 1591 that his coinages in -ize were being complained about, and to this day new words in -ize <finalize> <prioritize> are sure to draw critical fire." the q-binomial theorem,
Some historical details to the Abel and Rothe summations can be found in Gould [11] , [12] , and in Strehl [31] .
We now present our main result, an Abel-Rothe type generalization of (2.10):
Theorem 4.1. Let a, b, and z be indeterminate. Then
provided max(|az|, |b|) < 1.
Proof. In (4.1), we first replace n by 2n, and then shift the summation index k → k + n. This gives
Next, we replace a and c by aq n and cq −n . After some elementary manipulations we obtain
Finally, replacing c by z and (assuming |az|, |b| < 1) letting n → ∞ while appealing to Tannery's theorem, we immediately establish (4.5).
Since
, it is easy to find for k → ∞ the absolute convergence condition |az| < 1. Similarly, for k → −∞ we use z(a + bq
∞ and determine that we need |b| < 1 for absolute convergence.
By reversing the sum in (4.5), we easily deduce the following:
Corollary 4.2. Let a, b, and z be indeterminate. Then
Proof. In (4.5), we first replace k by −k, and then simultaneously replace a, b and z, by bz, az and 1/z, respectively.
It is clear that both Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 reduce to Jacobi's triple product identity (2.10) when a = b = 0.
If we extract coefficients of (−1) n q ( n 2 ) z n on both sides of (4.5), using (2.10) on the left and (
2)]) on the right hand side, and replace a by aq −n , we obtain
(valid for |b| < 1), which is, modulo substitution of variables, our q-Abel-type expansion in [28, Eq. (3.4) ]. If we now replace a and b by −BZ and (1−q A +B)Z and then let q → 1 − , while using lim 8) valid for |BZe 1−BZ | < 1. In [22] , [28] and [29] we erroneously attributed (4.8) and some related expansions to Euler [9] who wrote a significant article on these attractive identities by Lambert.
Multidimensional generalizations
Here we extend Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 to multiple series assiociated to the root systems of type A, or equivalently, associated to the unitary groups. Multiple series, associated to root systems, or to Lie groups, have been investigated by various authors. Many different types of such series exist in the literature. For some results on the special type of series that are considered in this section, see, e.g., [5] [6], [24] , [25] , [27] , [28] , and [29] .
In the following, we consider r-dimensional series, where r is a positive integer. For brevity, we employ the notation |k| := k 1 + · · · + k r .
If we apply the method of bilateralization to the multidimensional q-Abel-Rothe summations that were derived in [22] (see Theorems 8.2 and 8.3 therein), the multiple q-Abel-Rothe summations in Theorems 6.7 and 6.9 of [28] , or Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 of [29] , the resulting series do not converge for higher dimensions. The only multidimensional q-Abel-Rothe summations we are aware of that converge when bilateralized are Theorem 6.11 of [28] , and (the slightly more general) Theorem 3.9 of [29] . Both these theorems were derived by applying multidimensional inverse relations, in particular by combining different higher-dimensional q-Chu-Vandermonde summations with specific multidimensional non-hypergeometric matrix inverses.
For sake of simplicity, we only consider here the multilateral identities arising from Theorem 6.11 of [28] , a multiple q-Abel-Rothe summation associated to the root system A r−1 : Let a, b, c, and x 1 , . . . , x r be indeterminate, and let n 1 , . . . , n r be nonnegative integers. Then there holds
Our multilateral extension of (4.5) is as follows:
Theorem 5.2. Let a, b, z, and x 1 , . . . , x r be indeterminate. Then
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one-dimensional case. In (5.1), we replace n i by 2n i , for i = 1, . . . , r, and then shift all the summation indices
We replace a, c and x i , by aq |n| , cq −|n| and x i q −ni , i = 1, . . . , r, respectively. After some elementary manipulations we obtain (c, q/c) |n|
Next, we replace c by z and let n i → ∞, for i = 1, . . . , r (assuming |az| < q
. . , r), while appealing to Tannery's theorem. Finally, we apply the simple identity r i,j=1
and readily establish (5.2). The condition for absolute convergence of the multilateral series in (5.2) is easily determined by splitting the sum over all integers k 1 , . . . , k r into only three parts, depending on |k|. If −∞ < |k| < ∞ the sum converges due to the quadratic powers of q in the summand. If |k| → ∞, the sum in (5.2) converges absolutely provided
We use the Vandermonde determinant expansion 5) where S r denotes the symmetric group of order r. Then we interchange summations in (5.4) and obtain r! multiple sums each corresponding to a permutation σ ∈ S r . Thus for |k| → ∞ the series in (5.2) converges provided
for any σ ∈ S r . The next observation ("all k i 's tending to same limit") is crucial and typically applies in the theory of multidimensional basic hypergeometric series over root systems for a class of series. (For instance, it applies to several of the multilateral summations and transformations in [25] .) However, it appears that it is being made explicitly only in the present article. In the summand of (5.6), we have
appearing in the exponent of q. Hence, we deduce that for |k| → ∞ the sum will converge already due to the quadratic powers of q (e.g., by the ratio test for multiple power series [15] , [21] ) unless all k i simultaneously tend to ∞. Thus, we can readily assume that k 1 , . . . , k r → ∞. We replace q
for comparison with a dominating multiple series, and obtain that for |k| → ∞ the series in (5.2) converges provided
for any σ ∈ S r . The above series is dominated by The further analysis is as follows. We use (5.5) and (5.7) and deduce that for |k| → −∞ the sum will converge already due to the quadratic powers of q unless all k i simultaneously tend to −∞. Thus, we can readily assume k 1 , . . . , k r → −∞. It is then straightforward to find the condition |b| < q , j = 1, . . . , r, for absolute convergence.
Finally, we provide the following multilateral generalization of (4.6). Proof. In (5.2), we first replace k i by −k i , for i = 1, . . . , r, and then simultaneously replace a, b, z and x i , by bz, az, 1/z and 1/x i , for i = 1, . . . , r, respectively.
Concluding, we want to point out that we could have given an even more general multidimensional Abel-Rothe type generalization of Jacobi's triple product identity than Theorem 5.2, by multilateralizing Theorem 3.9 of [29] instead of Theorem 6.11 of [28] as above. However, we feel that, because of the more complicated factors being involved, the result would be not as elegant as Theorem 5.2 which is sufficiently illustrative. We therefore decided to refrain from giving this more general identity.
